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Abstract
We present a new method for data sharing 
across large collaborations to improve 
reproducibility and transparency, by 
creating a Python package that serves as 
an interface (API) to the multi-omics 
characterization of tumors from NCI’s 
CPTAC program. 
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Introduction
Cancer data has many audiences, including 
clinicians, biologists, data scientists and 
patients. Sharing data and analyses across 
these diverse audiences is challenging. In 
particular, we want to  simplify the link 
between data and analysis scripts to 
enable easier data exploration. We embed 
NCI’s CPTAC data into a software API. Each 
tumor type describes samples with clinical, 
omics, and imaging data.

Results

Conclusions 
The cptac Python package brings cancer data to dispersed collaborative groups. Our package incorporates multiple data sets 
and lowers the entry barrier, expanding our audience while improving reproducibility and transparency.
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A Python package, cptac, facilitates access to all 
CPTAC data. Using the package as the single point of 
data access unifies and simplifies analysis methods 
across diverse consortia. Publicly available data 
includes: colon, ovarian, endometrial, renal, lung 
adenocarcinoma. New datasets coming online soon.

Features
● One step installation via pip
● Consistent data types and formats across cancers
● Data encapsulated in Pandas dataframes, meaning 

no need for writing parsers
● API handles table joining between data types
● Seamlessly works with numeric and graphing 

libraries (numpy, pandas, matplotlib, seaborn, etc.)
● Versioned data releases

Comparing clinical attributes Comparing histology with acetylation

Mutation effects on the proteome
Tutorial 1: Data intro Basics of installation, data access

Tutorial 2: Pandas Exploring the data using Pandas 
Tutorial 3: Join dataframes Built-in functions for joining different data types

Tutorial 4: MultiIndex Unique aspects of multi-level column indexes.

Tutorial 5: Updates Working with data and package version updates.

Use case 1: Multi-omic 
integration

Data access and integration for multiple omics data 
types

Use case 2: Clinical 
covariates

Explores meta-data for correlation between clinical 
attributes

Use case 3: Clinical and 
acetylation

Compares acetylation levels between tumor 
subtypes 

Use case 4: Mutations and 
omics

Studies the effects of DNA mutations on protein 
abundance 

Use case 5: Enrichment 
analysis

Uses GSEApy to find enriched pathways 

Use case 6: Derived 
molecular

Work with attributes derived from molecular data, 
e.g. MSI status

Use case 7: Trans genetic 
effect

Effect of DNA mutations on the expression of a 
different protein 

Use case 8: Outliers Uses Blacksheep to study outliers in expression 

Use case 9: Clinical 
outcomes

Explores patient follow up data, molecular data and 
patient survival

Table 1: User documentation
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